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A Note on Pronunciation

In writing this book I felt that it would be best not to transliterate Serbian historical names to facilitate further reference for those readers who wish to pursue research in scholarly sources. Readers unfamiliar with the consonants typical of the Slav group of languages may refer to the following pronunciation guide:

c is pronounced as the 'ts' in cats
č is pronounced as the 'ch' in cheek
ć is a sound between the 'ch' in cheek and the 'tu' of tune
dž is pronounced as the 'j' in jar
d is a sound between the 'd' in duke and 'dg' in bridge
j is pronounced as the 'y' in yesterday
lj is pronounced as the 'll' in million
nj is pronounced as the 'n' in new
š is pronounced as the 'sh' in ship
ž is pronounced as the 's' in treasure